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A family of initiatives & network of partners 
seeking to:
§ Engage the world’s most creative minds from 

across sectors, organizations and geographies
§ Support high-risk, high-reward innovations on 

the most difficult and pressing issues
§ Bring innovation to scale for the

benefit of the world’s poor

WHAT IS GRAND CHALLENGES?

Grand Challenges sources 
innovations and then 
builds collaborations to 
accelerate impact
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~70K Applications from 190 Countries. >2000 Awards in 87 Countries. 
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WHAT IS GRAND CHALLENGES?
INNOVATORS & INNOVATIONS
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WHAT IS GRAND CHALLENGES?
A NETWORK OF PARTNERS
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§ We do not have a preferred approach or 
partner to achieve our objective;

§ We want to acquire a better landscape of the 
idea space or potential investigators;

§ We want to engage in a broad conversation 
with the stakeholder community;
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WHY DO WE USE GRAND CHALLENGES?

§ We want to build a portfolio of competing 
or complementary investments:
• In creating new learning communities and/or 

working to decompose problems in to 
constituent areas of excellence

§ We want to work with partners to 
collaborate:
• In defining the problem we wish to solve 

together;
• Identify the landscape of possible solutions; 

and 
• On nurturing solutions towards impact. 



Return on investment (ROI) shortcomings:
§ Grand Challenge evolution includes increased 

breadth of project types
• Clinical testing not always good intermediate 

benchmark

§ What is good?
• What are appropriate denominators?
• What are appropriate benchmarks?
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HOW DO WE SCORE GRAND CHALLENGES?

ROI
Projects

progressed to
clinical testing
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knowledge
Capacity

development

Good ideas
funded by

others
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Project
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operating costs
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Primary Metric; Secondary Metrics
Abbreviations: GC, Grand Challenge; GH, Global Health; Vx, vaccine.
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www.grandchallenges.org

Key Objectives:
§ Define challenges whose solution would unleash 

progress in key areas
§ Engage the world’s most innovative researchers
§ Focus research on making an impact for those 

most in need
§ Build collaboration among researchers and 

funders to accelerate impact
§ Build an expanding global network of programs 

and partners

GRAND CHALLENGES EXPLORATIONS (GCE)

How GCE is unique:
§ Global reach and low barrier to entry
§ Strategic topics
§ Blinded, champion-based review
§ High risk, high reward
§ Global access to products
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Successful Phase II applications show strong alignment to the foundation’s strategic priorities, 
demonstrate significant progress, maintain the innovation and excitement of the great idea that was 
funded at Phase I, and provide specific next steps to rigorously test the key hypotheses. Another 
component that can enhance a Phase II application is demonstrated development of partnerships and 
collaboration that would help move projects toward implementation. Our goal is to invest in projects 
that will ultimately lead to impact at scale for the populations we seek to serve. 

Global access to products: The foundation requires that the innovations, products, and information 
developed with foundation funding be both created and managed so that they are available and 
affordable to people most in need in the developing world. We refer to this concept as “Global Access.” 
As a condition of making a grant, we may require the grantee to develop a strategy (“Global Access 
Strategy”) for how best to accomplish this objective, given the particular circumstances of the project.

We acknowledge that a grantee may decide that seeking intellectual property (IP) protection for certain 
technology or information in certain markets is an appropriate component of a Global Access Strategy, 

Figure 4: Blinded, Champion-Based Review 
 

An initial screening removes proposals that are non-responsive. Responsive applications then  
undergo a blinded, champion-based review by the Innovation Panel, and in parallel, they are reviewed by  

a set of topic-specific experts. The Innovation Panel members are invited to assign one “Gold Award”  
that will be funded barring any legal or administrative grant-making issues, and several second choices,  

or “Silver Awards.” Finalists are chosen based on the Innovation Panel’s Silver Awards and the expert  
panel’s recommendations, and all proposals undergo validation and due diligence.
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§ Two open RFPs each year, Mar to May and Sept to 
Nov

§ 4-6 specific, defined challenge topics developed in 
partnership w/ PSTs

§ Two-page application, no data required, $100k 
budget

§ Anyone can apply (as long as they are connected 
to an organization)

Review:
1. Initial internal triage for responsiveness to topic
2. Blind, champion-based review by Innovation 

Panelists
3. Blind review by external experts
4. Final portfolio selection by topic lead 
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GCE: ONE GREAT IDEA. $100,000 TO PROVE IT. 
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GCE: ONE GREAT IDEA. $100,000 TO PROVE IT. 

Phase I Phase II

Calls for proposals § Twice yearly
§ Open RFP

§ Twice yearly
§ Closed RFP (Phase I winners only)

Topics § 4-6 specific, defined challenges
§ Developed with PSTs and partners

§ Phase I grants were awarded under specific Phase I topic

Application § 2 pages
§ No data required

§ 5 page Phase I final report
§ 5 page Phase II application

Review
§ D&TS or PST Topic Lead
§ Innovation Panel 
§ Parallel Panel and internal review

§ D&TS Domain Lead or PST Topic Lead
§ Internal and external expert review

Award budget § $100,000 USD § Up to $1M USD (shaped by review)

Timeline § 18 months § Up to 2 years (shaped by review)

Payout Budget § GH topics paid by D&TS
§ GD, other paid by own budget

§ Cross-cutting projects paid by D&TS
§ All others paid out of PST budget
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~1,300 Phase I Projects:
§ Distributed across 16 foundation strategies
§ ~25% of grantees receive additional funding 

elsewhere
§ ~40% of grantees publish about their project
§ ~20% of grantees file patents about their idea
§ 65 countries represented 

100+ Phase II Projects:
§ Distributed across 11 foundation strategies
§ 9 developing world researchers
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GCE: GRANTS PIPELINE



§ Can you easily describe the challenge that you’d like to solve?  What has been tried previously and why 
that approach haven’t those approaches worked?

§ Do you see the solution relying on new technology development?
§ Would $100,000 be sufficient to achieve (or start to achieve) proof-of-concept in 18 months?  Provide 

clarity to enable follow-up award of up to $1M?
§ Is it clear where innovation is needed? A paradigm shift? Develop a new product? Design a new 

process?
§ Does the greatest barrier lie in implementation of a known solution? Or are potential solutions still 

unknown?
§ Can communicate to the applicant examples of approaches that you feel would be likely to succeed?
§ Would multi-disciplinary approaches be beneficial? Or do you feel traditional expertise is the best route?
§ Can you structure a call that lowers the barrier to unique resources more readily enabling new ideas?
§ If a proof of concept is achieved, are there partners to help translate this idea or could it directly 

implemented?
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WHAT MAKES FOR A SUCCESSFUL GCE TOPIC
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§ Your proposal must demonstrate an innovative approach that complies with all restrictions and 
guidelines for the topic to which you are applying.  GCE only funds projects responsive to the topics. 

§ Proposals are sent to reviewers without personal or organizational information.  Do not include this 
information in the body of your proposal.  Proposals that include personal or organizational information 
in the body of the proposal may be automatically removed from consideration. 

§ In addition to subject matter experts, your proposal will be reviewed by a panel with broad expertise and 
a track record in identifying innovations – these reviewers may not be deep domain experts in your field.  
You must describe your idea in clear language without the use of jargon unique to your field.

§ The work proposed in your application must include a clear set of key experiments or activities that test 
your idea in a way that could provide sufficient evidence to warrant funding.  Proposals with vague 
descriptions or vague testing methodologies will not be funded.
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WHAT MAKES FOR A SUCCESSFUL GCE APPLICATION
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www.gatesfoundation.org



India

Q&A



GRAND CHALLENGES
Grand Challenges 

Explorations Grand Challenges Other Challenge Programs 
(Reinvent the Toilet, etc.)

Timing § Two Rounds per year § Ad Hoc § Opportunistic

Topics
§ 4-6 specific, defined challenges
§ Developed with PSTs & partners

§ Specific defined challenges
§ Developed with PSTs & partners
§ Independent Partner Challenges

§ Specific to team strategy

Application § 2 pages § Designed to match goals § Designed to match goals

Award size § $100,000 USD – Phase I
§ Up to $1M – Phase II

§ $250K - $10M matched to goals § Typically specific to PST

Strategy alignment § Topic lead led
§ Idea space Landscaping & piloting

§ Program/portfolio  matched to 
specific investment strategy

§ Program/portfolio  matched to 
specific investment strategy

Timeline § 18 months – Phase I
§ Up to 2 years – Phase II

§ Awards vary: up to five years, 
milestone based

§ Awards vary matched to team 
goals

Payout Budget § Baseline Phase I paid by D&TS
§ Topic lead PSTs budget Phase IIs

§ Matched to strategy (>$5M)
§ Cross PST & Partner leverage

§ Matched to strategy (>$5M)
§ Cross PST & Partner leverage

Support
§ Marketing/Branding/Grant making 

& operational support
§ Partners/Marketing/Branding/
§ Grant making & operational 

support

§ Ad-hoc collaboration
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